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Another Stem Cell conference has been successfully completed the 2nd Edition. We must thank the attendees, Conference Centre Staff, the Organizing Committee, Ad-Sponsors, Media partners and everyone else that helped to make this 2nd International Conference on Stem Cell with the theme, Advancing new progression & horizon of Stem Cell research a huge successful conference.

Our Attendees obtained the kind of advance technical information in the arena of Stem Cell that they were seeking, and that their role in the field has been enhanced via their participation. They were able to take part in all the sessions and take advantage of the tremendous advancements in Stem Cell that scientists are working with.

The theme of this year’s meeting is “Frontiers in Stem Cells & Turning Ideas in to Reality”. Stem Cell 2020 conference aim is to provide the recent research topics where all the participants would get the opportunity to discuss the latest developments in the field of Stem Cell and Regenerative Medicine as well. Current studies of Stem cell are examining how undifferentiated organisms might be utilized to anticipate or fix sicknesses and wounds, for example, Parkinson’s illness, type 1 diabetes, coronary illness, spinal string damage, strong dystrophy, Alzheimer’s malady, strokes, osteoarthritis, and vision and hearing misfortune. Immature microorganisms could likewise be utilized to supplant or repair tissue harmed by ailment or damage. Stem Cell congress includes international attendee workshops, lectures and symposia, including a designated registration area, a respite and regalement. Stem Cell educators can join the EuroSciCon as an international member to receive discounts on registration. So come and join leading experts and allied professionals from March 16-17, 2020 in Osaka, Japan to keep up with the rapidly accelerating pace of change that is already having an impact on the field of Stem cell, and will continue to in the future.

The Majorly Focused Highlights for our Stem Cell 2019 Conference were Stem Cell Research and Practice, Healthcare Technologies, Stem Cell Education, Genetic Stem Cell, Cardiovascular Stem Cell, Embryonic Stem Cell, Nanotechnology in Stem Cell etc.

Some of the Eminent Stem Cell and Tissue Regenerative Professionals were the Organizing Committee Members for Stem Cell 2019

Anna Andrzejewska, Mossakowski Medical Research Centre Poland, Europe
Jolanta Zuwala Jagiello, Wroclaw Medical University Poland, Europe
Tamar Varazi, Agricultural University Georgia, Georgia
Gia Khatisahvili, Agricultural University Georgia, Georgia
Elham Sharif, Qatar University, Qatar
MIJA SEZUN, Pulp and Paper Institute of biotechnology, Slovenia

Notable Speakers of Stem Cell 2019

Maritsa Kurashvili, Agricultural University Georgia, Georgia
Marina Pruidze, Agricultural University Georgia, Georgia
Elodie Czuba, University Of Strasbourg France, France
Saadia Lijaz, University of the Punjab, Pakistan
Eldar Aliyev Eldar Aliyev, Central Oilworkers Hospital, Azerbaijan
Yogini Patel, Global Hospital & Research Centre India, India
Miras Mugazon, Karaganda State Medical University, Kazakhstan
Valeriy-D-Perminov, Moscow Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute, Russia
Olexandr Korchynskyi, Rzeszow University Poland
Hence, Stem Cell 2019 gave justice to the theme “Advancing new progression & horizon of Stem Cell research”

All thanks to our Media partners also for associating with us.